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about me

i specialize in delving deep into the essence of individu-
als and businesses, uncovering the core ideas, emotions, 
and stories that drive them. from there, developing a 
strong and authentic brand identity and communicating it 
visually. the spirit and energy of a brand evoked through 
visually compelling designs, logos, and branding - all el-
ements and channels tying back to this story. from social 
media to interior design and across websites, products, 
and packaging. creating a cohesive brand from the big pic-
ture to the tiniest details.

with an aestetic eye and an expert 
in the art of brainstorming, i love 
bringing brands and ideas to life. 
a holistic and all-encompassing 
approach to design and building 
brands, services tailored to the 
unique needs of each project. 
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winery rebrand 
+ label design 

conceptualized and designed labels for 
seven different wines for midpoint 
winery. 

consulted in the transition and re-
branding from the historic rotta 
winery to the new brand - midpoint

highlighted the history of the old 
brand while creating something new, 
exciting, and true to the owners

the main goal was to create labels that evoke the energy and spirit of the brand, 
portraying meaningful stories through images and spurring conversation and con-
nection. paying homage to the past in a light-hearted and fun way. further foster-
ing a playful, curious, not-too-serious wine-enjoying environment. forming all 
other components of the brand around this concept - all tying back to the mid-
point. 
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brand identity creation
led the brand discovery phase to inform design direction 
and visual identity. developed questions to determine the 
energy we want to convey through design. 

identity of the new brand

FUN + FRESH
BUT NOT OVERTLY TRENDY
AUTHENTIC
REFLECTING THE HISTORY OF 
ROTTA + PASO
NOT TOO SERIOUS
APPROACHABLE + UNPRETENTIOUS

type of wine being made

LIGHTER-BODIED
YET COMPLEX
DRINKABLE
SLIGHTLY EXPERIMENTAL
MID-PRICEPOINT
WINES

overall guest experience

WHERE PEOPLE COME TOGETHER
TO FERMENT FRIENDSHIPS
SPURRING CURIOSITY
AND LEARNING
ALL ABOUT THE HERE + NOW
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design process preliminary concept brainstorm
messy mock-ups + creative direction ideas that led to the final concept. NOTE: 
created when winery name was going to remain Rotta, before switching to midpoint

.02 black+white / western

an ode to the historic and 
present energy of rotta + paso 
robles. mixed with some edge + 
contemporary elements. 

a photo of rotta’s 
original owner, known 
by the town as ‘mama 
rotta’

.01 vintage fruit crate art

labels inspired by vintage fruit 
crate art. a nostalgic energy, 
authentic, fun. would give a lot 
of creative freedom in design + 
wine name choices. 

.03 film photos

using film photos, the main idea 
being that each SKU has its own theme 
(i.e. cool car for the cab) that car-
ries through vintage to vintage but 
the photo changes year to year

provides creative freedom, variation 
year to year, and inspires fun names 

concept idea winner

the film photo concept inspired 
a doodled over variation. a 
clear winner. 

an extra layer of personality + 
fun

differentiating from other pho-
to-featuring label design
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design process
label drafts 

directed + photographed film photoshoots 
to illustrate my vision, provide options 
for photos, and inspire fanciful names

explored back label composition and font 
selection
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final labels

sourced photos

created doodles

presented this logo + brandmark concept
created fanciful names

determined what info should be on the back label,
collaborating with wine maker for the wine making specs

wrote creative copy
connecting the 
photo and name to 
the wine and story

went for a more vintage style label 
composition as a nod to the rich 
history of the original rotta winery
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summary of project services

graphic design work

created the concept for new brand logo
developed a presentation of label design 
concepts

sourced photos, created doodles and designs 
for each wine, utilizing illustrator + pho-
toshop

completed final label designs, then final 
label composition was produced by a firm the 
winery already had on retainer, in which i 
consulted on the final product

consulting services

consulted on new brand name + choice of bottle 
style

interior design + flow of new tasting room

business strategy + wine club structure 
transition from original rotta brand to new 
midpoint brand

creation of a semi-secret to be announced 
soon 2nd brand including the logo + bottle 
design choices
 

copywriting

created fanciful names for each wine, tell-
ing a story + evoking the spirit of the brand

determined what info should be on back label

wrote creative copy for the back labels, 
connecting the wine to the photo + fanciful 
name choices in an engaging way for the con-
sumer
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T-SHIRT CONCEPTS + DESIGN

CD + ALBUM ART DESIGN FOR PRINT

LOGOS

SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS + PHOTOGRAPHY

makeout reef
merch design
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original album art by other 
designer, circa 2018

updated album art by me,
 circa 2023kept core elements from the original design for 

a sense of nostalgia while creating something 
new. updated color, photos, and typography 
aligning with the bands current aesthetic.

digital disc design 
mockup pre-print 

disc + cover 
post-print

cd design process
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created by hand-carving stamps, 
making prints + digitizing

hand drawn font, 
digitized

updated logos for 
merch + marketinglogos
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olive branding project

reimagining a jar of olives
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organic artisan italian olives 

olives
DIRTY

olives
DIRTY

olives
DIRTY

olives
DIRTYget dirty

DIRTY
pick some up darling, get dirty

the good kind of dirty

FONTS
logo / headings Big Chub

body / headings Dunbar Tall - ultra / extra bold italic

more body Neue Haas Grotesk Display Pro

script Fugo       script Annabelle JF

DIRTY
COLORS

#E0E1D3

#88AB73

#EB2D32

#AC9DBC

#4E614A

#537846

#F6D781

#BC2657 #474352

#CBB9DB #C85C5E
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olives
DIRTY
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posters
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corporate design + marketing
graphic design work
design of a 2’x 6’ banner and 
flyers, including all copy

social media assets

selection and design of swag 
for potential candidates + 
clients 
 

services
coordinated printing of all collateral 

brand development for purpose of recocruiting 
employees, creating a clear company vision

event planning + coordination of career fair 

social media management - creating content on 
instagram, facebook, and linkedin

management of job recruiting sites, creating job 
listings and doing preliminary screening of applicants
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thank you!
CONTACT
chankatsimpson@gmail.com
209.712.9254
www.channingsimpson.com

i’m looking forward to creating 
some amazing work and building 
our portfolios together. 


